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 Show Page Covers Page 1 Page 2 Page 3. Latest Customer Reviews Article Source: Smart Money Section: Business, News, Money. gs150r User Manual xiv) DURABLE, SHARP AND INEXPENSIVE - Larger than most other irons, the BLX irons deliver a solid feel throughout the entire length of the blade, especially near the sweet spot. Be aware of the higher than average center of gravity of the
entire set, though. and the G15 and G16 irons. The G-Lead-3 irons are built around one G-Blade, a golf club with a full length, soft carbon steel blade. The first putter was of black plastic and in a common shape. There was no putting from a slightly recessed starting position and the putter was more like a wedge than a blade. It was a popular club for youngsters and for the less competitive players. The

TMi G-Lead is well known for its stylish look and light weight. The TMi G-Lead requires special care and play, and is unsuitable for weak players. This club was later marketed as the X-Cut Blade, which was a wedge shaped blade with a metal shaft. It was not as light weight as the original TMi putter but it had advantages of its own, such as a slightly curved blade. Its popularity grew. The latest
version is TMi's G-Blade, first introduced in The TMi G-Blade is the successor to the G-Lead. It is shorter and lighter than the TMi G-Lead. The new blade is titanium, so the weight of the club is much lighter than the original black plastic blade. The blades of the TMi G-Blade are attached to the shaft with a new high-strength titanium insert. The blade weight is lower than the TMi G-Lead. The G-

Blade is a blade putter, not a wedge. For this reason, the center of gravity is much lower than the TMi G-Lead. When compared with the standard wooden wedge putter, the G-Blade will feel less stiff, yet it is stronger than a wedge. It will help players to sense the "feel" of the ball through the putter. It has a slightly curved shape, in contrast to the straight blades of the TMi G-Lead. The blade's center of
gravity is higher than that of the TMi G-Lead 82157476af
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